The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2599
Soon after, Levi Garrison directly ordered: “Order the Bible Organization, Maya Industry, the Great Xia
League, the Ye Family Ancient Clan, and the Sanxing Group! To those who are presumptuous in Jiangbei
today, pay them ten times the price!”

Levi Garrison’s simple command shocked the whole world.

In every corner of the world, there are strong people mobilizing.

Thousands of powerful people are dispatched in an organized manner…

Make a global move…

Oster is the bishop of a certain religious cult in the West. His strength is unfathomable and he ranks
among the top 100 on the list of gods.

Just now he took someone to humiliate Levi Garrison in Jiangbei and was ready to go back.

At this time, a group of people appeared in front of them.

The strong men of the Bible organization headed by the evil god…
“Take it!!!”

Underworld God shot directly.

Soon all the people in Oster knelt on the ground!

“I love to throw rotten eggs, right? Very good!”

Under the command of the evil god, everyone stuffed the smelly eggs and the smelly garbage into the
population of Oster and others.

The sound of nausea and retching is everywhere!

…

Things like this are happening all over the world!

Evans, the helm of Poseidon Industry in the war eagle country, and a group of his men.

Being poured over and over again by buckets of dung water!

A certain kendo field in the island country was directly flooded by a few carts of garbage…

Hundreds of people are eating mountains of rubbish in a garbage dump in a certain place in Star
Country…

“Eat! Give it to me! If you don’t eat all of it, you will die!”

Ye Wudao, who controls Maya Industry, said loudly.

A certain big force in Daxia was intruded by a group of uninvited guests and quickly controlled them.

Now the members of this force are jumping into the cesspit, jumping again and again!

Some people were disgusted on the spot!

You must know that there are no lack of gods and quasi gods among them!

The ancient Garrison clan shot directly and eliminated several big forces.

Eleven strong men on the list of gods were slain!

…

More and more things are happening all over the world!

Someone discovered that all of these insulted people had gone to Jiangbei the other day to insult Levi
Garrison…

Now they have suffered one by one!

Ten times the humiliation was given back to them!

This is the end of angering Levi Garrison? ? ?

Frightened silly!

The big action that stirred the whole world was too shocking!

“It’s the Bible organization, people like the ancient Garrison clan do it! Are they making their heads for
Levi Garrison?”

“What’s the matter?”

“If the Dark God is Zoey Lopez’s master, it can be understood for her. But what about the ancient
Garrison clan? How come they are also out?”

“Then it should be the dark god and the masters of the ancient Garrison clan that Levi Garrison came
out to induce Chen Kong’s body to burst and die, right?”

“Well, that’s the high probability! Even though the Dark God designed Chen Kong! But it’s not known
whether Chen Kong will explode or not, Levi Garrison just detected it…”

…

The truth of the matter is revealed.

It’s the dark god and they stand up for Levi Garrison.

Although these people are solved one by one.

But Levi Garrison was still very depressed.

At this time, there was a message—the Forbidden Land Observation No. 76 found a lot of clues.

Levi Garrison immediately arrived at Forbidden Area No. 76.

Sure enough, I saw a lot of figures from the testing equipment.

Someone is observing Forbidden Area No. 76.

And there are more in-depth clues…

Someone entered the forbidden area No. 76 to try to find and contact Chen Kong!

Perhaps due to the emergency, the figures of these people were completely exposed to the observation
of the monitoring station.

not only.

Three days later.

That is to say, after Chen Kong’s successful retreat, someone contacted Chen

